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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF TOKEN RING NETWORKS
FOR REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS
Sanjay Kamat and Wei Zhao
ABSTRACT
The ability to guarantee the deadlines of synchronous messages while maintaining a
good aggregate throughput is an important consideration in the design of distributed real-time
systems. In this paper, we study two token ring protocols, the priority driven protocol and the
timed token protocol; for their suitability for hard real-time systems. Both these protocols use
a token to control the access to the transmission medium. In a priority driven protocol,
messages are assigned priorities and protocol ensures that messages are transmitted in the order
of their priorities. Timed token protocol does not provide for priority arbitration but ensures
that the maximum access delay for a station is bounded.
For both the protocols, we first derive the schedulability conditions under which the
transmission deadlines of a given set of synchronous messages can be guaranteed.
Subsequently we use these schedulability conditions to quantitatively compare the average case
behavior of these protocols. This comparison demonstrates that each of these protocols has its
domain of superior performance and neither dominates the other for the entire range of
operating conditions.
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